ABSTRACT Internet of Things (IoT) has been widely used in our daily life, which enables various objects to be interconnected for data exchange, including physical devices, vehicles, and other items embedded with network connectivity. Wireless sensor network (WSN) is a vital application of IoT, providing many kinds of information among sensors, whereas such network is vulnerable to a wide range of attacks, especially insider attacks, due to its natural environment and inherent unreliable transmission. To safeguard its security, intrusion detection systems (IDSs) are widely adopted in a WSN to defend against insider attacks through implementing proper trust-based mechanisms. However, in the era of big data, sensors may generate excessive information and data, which could degrade the effectiveness of trust computation. In this paper, we focus on this challenge and propose a way of combining Bayesian-based trust management with traffic sampling for wireless intrusion detection under a hierarchical structure. In the evaluation, we investigate the performance of our approach in both a simulated and a real network environment. Experimental results demonstrate that packet-based trust management would become ineffective in a heavy traffic environment, and that our approach can help lighten the burden of IDSs in handling traffic, while maintaining the detection of insider attacks.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) can be considered as the network of physical devices, vehicles, and other items embedded with various sensors and Internet connection [27] , [40] . IoT allows interconnected objects to be sensed and controlled remotely under certain network framework, leading to a direct combination of physical world and computational systems. The interconnection of these objects are expected to provide unique identifiers and the ability to transfer data over a network with reduced human intervention [3] , [35] . Nowadays, IoT has been popularly applied into our daily life, including smart home, wearables, building management, healthcare, energy and transportation.
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are an important part of IoT applications, which usually consist of various small, resource-limited, and autonomous sensor nodes (SNs) to transmit data and provide access points for humans. WSNs have been widely used in many fields such as agriculture [7] , transportation [10] and homeland security [18] . Due to its inherent features like being deployed in a hostile environment and unreliability of transmission, this kind of network is vulnerable to a wide range of threats [8] . For example, cyber-criminals may try to exploit rogue or poorly configured access points of an organization to launch man-in-themiddle attacks, or steal users' data by placing an unauthorized hotspot to cheat users [21] . As a result, there is a need to deploy appropriate security mechanisms to protect WSNs in practice.
To safeguard the security of WSNs, intrusion detection systems (IDSs) are one of the widely adopted and deployed security mechanisms [1] , [21] , [41] . Generally, an IDS can be categorized into signature-based IDS and anomalybased IDS. The former (or called misuse detection) identifies potential attacks by comparing current observed events with its stored signatures [37] . A signature is a type of descriptions for a known attack or exploit. By contrast, the latter can detect anomalies by identifying significant deviations between the pre-established normal profile and the current events. In both cases, an alarm would be generated if any signature is matched, or the deviation above a threshold.
In real-world scenarios, WSNs are found to suffer from many types of attacks, especially insider attacks in which a malicious attack is performed on a computer network by an intruder with authorized system access [5] . To identify a malicious node, IDSs usually employ trust management approaches to evaluate the trustworthiness of WSN nodes. A hierarchical structure is commonly used aiming to reduce network traffic caused by node-to-node communications. Examining the packet status is a promising way to detect insider attacks [29] . However, in the era of big data, how to perform trust computation is a challenge, since sensor nodes may generate a large amount of data like packets.
In a conventional network, massive network packets are already a big issue for an IDS, in which the traffic may greatly exceed the maximum processing capability of an IDS [36] . With the rapid development of Internet, data volumes during the communication have become significantly large and might result in many security issues. For example, it is very likely for an IDS to drop many packets in a heavy traffic environment. This situation in the era of big data would become even more complex than that in a typical network [33] . In this case, trust computation based on traditional packets' status becomes difficult; thus, there is a need to make a better tradeoff to identify insider attacks in the big data era.
Contributions: Motivated by this challenge, in this paper, we conduct an early study by proposing a trust management approach using traffic sampling for wireless intrusion detection. In particular, we focus on the Bayesian-based trust computation, which was given in our previous work [29] , and investigate its performance in heavy traffic environments. This kind of trust-based intrusion detection mechanisms can evaluate the trustworthiness of a sensor node based on its packet status sent in a hierarchical WSN, and detect malicious nodes by selecting an appropriate trust threshold. The contributions of this work can be summarized as below.
• We focus on a scalable and hierarchical structure of WSNs, including sensor nodes (SNs) and cluster heads (CHs), where a node can record packets' status during the node-to-node communication, and a CH is responsible for collecting and calculating trust values for all nodes. Based on this structure, we propose a way of combining Bayesian-based trust management approach with traffic sampling to evaluate the trustworthiness of a node in a heavy traffic environment.
• In the evaluation, we conduct two major experiments in both a simulated and a real network environment to investigate the performance of our approach against insider attacks, e.g., betrayal attacks. Experimental results demonstrate that by selecting an appropriate trust threshold, our approach can enhance the trust management in a high-traffic scenario, and is effective in detecting malicious nodes while reducing the burden of an IDS in handling traffic. Our work aims to complement the existing results and stimulate more research in this area. The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review relevant studies about trust computation and management in a WSN. Section III introduces the Bayesian-based trust management and describes two methods of traffic sampling. In Section IV, we evaluate the performance of our approach in both a simulated and a real network environment under heavy traffic scenarios. We make a discussion in Section V and conclude our work in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK AND BACKGROUND
Trust management in computer science aims to evaluate and predict the behavior of target objects [16] . Distributed systems and networks like WSNs often employ trust-based security mechanisms to help identify abnormal events and nodes [11] .
Probst and Kasera [38] described how to establish trust management among sensor nodes to detect malicious sensor nodes and minimize their influence on applications. They proposed a method to compute statistical trust values and a confidence interval around the trust, according to the behaviors of sensor nodes. Wang et al. [39] presented IDMTM, a trust-based intrusion detection mechanism for mobile ad hoc networks. Their approach evaluated the trust and identify a malicious node by using two developed metrics: Evidence Chain (EC) and Trust Fluctuation (TF), which could greatly decrease the false alarm rate by efficiently utilizing the information collected from both the local nodes and the neighboring nodes. Chen et al. [9] focused on WSNs and proposed an event-based trust framework, which utilized a watchdog scheme to monitor the behavior of nodes and broadcast their trust ratings. They defined many levels of trust-rating values for different sensor events. More specifically, a sensor node could have more than one trust-rating value stored in its neighbor nodes. Then, Zahariadis et al. [48] proposed a routing protocol (ATSR) based on geographical routing principle, which could cope with the network dimensions. This makes ATSR be able to detect malicious neighbors by means of a distributed trust model considering both direct and indirect trust information.
For group trust management, Shaikh et al. [42] developed a lightweight Group-based Trust Management Scheme (GTMS) for wireless sensor networks. The scheme evaluated the group trust of sensor nodes and worked in two situations: the first situation is intragroup topology where a distributed trust management approach was designed, and the other is intergroup topology where a centralized trust management approach was employed. Similarly, Zhang et al. [49] proposed a dynamic trust establishment and management framework for hierarchical wireless sensor networks. Their consider both direct and indirect (group) trust for reputation computation as well as the energy associated with sensor nodes in service selection. They further considered the dynamic nature of trust and proposed a trust varying function, which could give more weight to the most recently obtained trust values in the trust computation. The hierarchical structure including base station, clusters and sensor nodes adopted in this work is very similar to their work, which is believed to help reduce traffic among different nodes.
Guo et al. [19] proposed a trust management framework based on Grey theory and Fuzzy sets, where the total trust was computed by considering relation factors and weights of neighbor nodes. Bao et al. [5] developed a trust-based intrusion detection scheme for a hierarchical wireless sensor networks by considering both quality of service (QoS) trust and social trust for detecting malicious nodes. They built an analytical model based on stochastic Petri nets for performance evaluation and detailed a statistical method for calculating the probability of false alarm generation. The results showed that there existed an optimal trust threshold for minimizing false positives and false negatives, which could vary with the anticipated WSN lifetime. They further validated their algorithm with traditional anomaly-based detection techniques such as weighted summation-based IDS and fixed width data clustering-based IDS, and found that their proposed scheme could achieve better detection performance with lower false positives (i.e., less than 5%) [6] . Several other related work regarding trust-based intrusion detection mechanisms can be referred to [13] , [15] , [22] - [25] , [31] , [32] , [44] .
In the previous work [29] , we investigated how to evaluate the trustworthiness of WSN nodes by examining the packets' status via Bayesian model and studied the impact of both a fixed and a dynamic trust threshold on identifying malicious nodes. However, in the era of big data, it is very difficult for an IDS to handle massive incoming packets, resulting in an ineffective process of trust computation. Motivated by this issue, our work presents an initial study to explore how to perform trust computation in a heavy traffic environment via traffic sampling.
III. OUR APPROACH
In this section, we present the typical architecture of hierarchical (clustered) wireless sensor networks, describe the Bayesian-based intrusion detection mechanism and how to compute the trustworthiness of a sensor node by means of Bayesian model, and detail the adopted traffic sampling approaches. 
A. HIERARCHICAL WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK
A WSN with hierarchical structure is usually composed of a base station, multiple clusters and sensor nodes. Generally, each cluster contains a cluster head (CH) and a set of sensor nodes (SNs), where a cluster head is assumed to have more computational power and energy resources than a node. It is worth noting that a cluster head in each cluster can be selected through various election protocols (e.g., [47] ), and a cluster can be grouped according to different criteria [49] like location and communication range or using specific cluster algorithms [20] . In particular, a sensor node transmits the data to its corresponding cluster head, and then the cluster head transmits the data to the base station. There are some basic assumptions for a hierarchical WSN as follows:
• All sensor nodes and cluster heads are stationary. That is, the physical locations and the communication range of all nodes are known.
• Each sensor node and cluster head have their unique identities and all nodes are organized into clusters.
• The base station is a central control authority and virtually has no resource constraints, which is fully trusted by all nodes.
• Cluster heads have more computational power and memory as compared with those sensor nodes within a WSN.
• The base station communicates data with the cluster head directly, while each cluster head is responsible for managing all sensor nodes in the cluster. To protect WSNs against attacks, an IDS is usually deployed in each node for collecting necessary data and then the cluster head can compute the trust values of other nodes. In this work, we focus on the Bayesian-based trust management and adopt a signature-based IDS for each node. As each node has the capability of recording and transmitting packet, they can be considered as a wireless signature-based detection sensor.
B. BAYESIAN-BASED INTRUSION DETECTION MECHANISM 1) BAYESIAN MODEL
This is an inference approach (or called Bayesian inference) that uses Bayes' rule to update the probability estimate for a hypothesis as additional evidence [45] . In intrusion detection, this model can be applied for calculating the trust values for an object. In terms of traffic information, this model can be used to evaluate the trust worthiness of sensor nodes in a clustered WSN.
The main assumption is that all packets sent from a node are independent from each other. In other words, if one packet is found to be malicious, the probability of the following packet being a malicious packet is still equal. Actually, this assumption indicates that the attacks can appear in various forms, either in one packet or in a number of packets. To derive the computation of trust values, we assume that N packets are sent from a node, of which k packets are proven to be normal. Based on the results from previous work [16] , [45] , the distribution of observing n(N ) = k is governed by a Binomial distribution as below. 1 
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where P(n i : normal) = p means the probability of the i th packet is normal, V i means that the i th packet is normal, and n(N ) means the number of normal packets. The real objective of Bayesian model is to estimate the probability of P(V N +1 = 1|n(N ) = k), determining whether the N + 1 packet is normal. Based on the Bayesian theorem, we can have the following probability distribution.
Then, we can apply marginal probability distribution, which is the probability distribution of the variables contained in the subset of random variables. We can have two equations as follows:
As there is no prior information about p, we assume that p is determined by a uniform prior distribution f (p) = 1 where p ∈ [0, 1]. To summarize Equation (1)- (4), we can have the following equation:
As a result, trust values (denoted t value ) can be calculated based on Equation (5) for all nodes in a WSN after collecting the traffic information, i.e., obtaining the number of normal packets k and the total number of packets N . By deciding an appropriate threshold, a malicious node can be identified accordingly. This model can help decide whether a node is malicious based on a set of traffic.
2) TRUST-BASED INTRUSION DETECTION MECHANISM
According to Equation (5), we have to record the total number of its sent packets and the number of normal packets. Taking a misuse-based IDS (e.g., Snort) as an example, the status of a packet can be determined by performing signature matching between incoming payloads and the stored IDS signatures. If we know the number of malicious packets is m, then we can compute the number of normal packets as:
, then we can judge a malicious node as follows:
• If t value ≥ T , then the relevant node is considered to be a normal one.
• If t value < T , then the relevant node is considered as a malicious (or untrusted) node.
3) TRUST COMPUTATION FOR A NODE
In a hierarchical WSN, each node could have two major functions: sensing and relaying. Sensor nodes collect data and then send the collected data to the corresponding cluster head directly in one hop or by relaying via a multi-hop path. Sensor nodes can transmit or relay data via short-haul radio communication. It is worth noting that each CH is able to control and reach all the sensor nodes within its cluster. In this case, a CH can receive the data from different sensor nodes, and then can process and compute trust values. In the end, CHs deliver the data to the base station. In this hierarchical structure, the trustworthiness of a CH should be evaluated by the base station. Fig. 2 describes an example of data exchange in a hierarchical WSN. Each sensor node deployed with a signature-based IDS can record and transmit incoming packets. The trust computation is usually based on a time period of t, which consists of several time units. The sensor nodes in a cluster can record the traffic including the total number of outgoing packets and the number of malicious packets about other nodes in each time unit and then send the information to its cluster head. After several time units elapse, the time window slides to the right (e.g., one time unit), and the sensor nodes can drop the data collected during the earliest unit with the purpose of reducing storage consumption. After receiving the data, the cluster head can calculate the trust values for the target node during a selected time period based on Equation (5). In the end, the cluster head reports the results and sends data to the base station.
Further, the cluster head can periodically request the status of a target node and thus can establish a map of trust values. If a trust threshold is given, then the cluster head can quickly identify malicious nodes based on the matrix. In the mechanism, bad behavior of a node (i.e., sending malicious packets) can reduce its trust value greatly. For a sensor node, its trust value can be computed by its cluster head, while for a cluster head, its trust value can be computed by the base station.
C. TRUST MANAGEMENT VIA TRAFFIC SAMPLING
In the era of big data, traffic volumes could become extremely large, making a traditional IDS unable to handle such huge traffic (i.e., causing traffic overloaded and simply exceeding the processing capability). In a conventional network, overhead packets can greatly degrade the performance of IDSs as well as trust management. For example, the loss of packets can decrease the effectiveness of computing trust values relating to a target node in a WSN. Obviously, this issue would become even worse when meets big data scenarios.
To mitigate this issue, traffic sampling is a promising solution for anomaly detection. In this work, we advocate its effectiveness and apply this technique for trust management in a heavy traffic environment. Our goal is to investigate whether it can be used to reduce the burden of an IDS on inspecting traffic while maintaining the detection of insider attacks in a WSN. In literature, the use of sampling techniques aims to provision information about a specific characteristic of the parent population at a lower cost than a full examination. The sampling techniques can be generally classified into packet-based and flow-based samplings. The former mainly selects packets using either a deterministic or non-deterministic method, while the latter usually classifies packets into flows at first.
In literature, packet sampling has been well-studied in the aspect of network traffic measurements. For instance, Duffield et al. [14] proposed two inference methods for sampled flows, which could extract smoothed information about the flow length distribution. Xu et al. [46] targeted on how to keep and improve sampling accuracy during burst or fluctuation periods, and proposed an adaptive packet-level sampling method on different traffic fluctuation and burst scales. This method was able to dynamically adjust each packet sampling probability dependent on the magnitude of traffic fluctuation. Mai et al. [26] pointed out that sampling could post fundamental bias that degrades the effectiveness of portscan detection algorithms and dramatically increases false positives. Androulidakis and Papavassiliou [2] then analyzed flow-sampling techniques that have practical application in anomaly detection and proposed a flow-based sampling technique that focuses on the selection of small flows, which have a high probability to be the source of malicious traffic. Their results showed that even with small attack and sampling rates, the detection effectiveness is significantly improved while the number of packets required to be processed is reduced.
As an early study of combining trust management with traffic sampling, this work mainly focuses on packet sampling and investigate two statistical sampling techniques as below [2] .
• Systematic Sampling. This technique starts the sampling process by selecting the start points and the duration of the selection intervals according to a deterministic function, where the triggers for starting sampling are periodic. All packets would be captured in a selection interval. To implement this approach, we can set the periodic selection of every k − th packet.
• Random n-out-of-N Sampling. This sampling technique divides traffic population in bins of N packets each, and then n packets are randomly selected out of each bin. For instance, we can first randomly generate n different numbers in a range from 1 to N , and then select the packets that have a packet position equal to one of the numbers. For a stratified random sampling, we can set n = 1. The selection of the above two sampling methods are due to their easy-understanding principles and widely adoption. They are the basic sampling methods in the area of packet sampling domain. It is worth noting that there are two basic kinds of statistical sampling categories: count-based sampling and time-based sampling. As time-based sampling may suffer from bias issues, i.e., missing burst periods with many packets [12] , this work focuses on the count-based sampling, especially the above two sampling methods at this stage.
IV. EVALUATION
In this section, we mainly conduct two experiments to evaluate the performance of our proposed trust management via traffic sampling in a simulated and a real WSN environment, respectively.
• Experiment-1. This experiment aims to study the threshold in a simulated WSN with regular traffic. After deciding the normal threshold, we conducted a betrayal attack by sending malicious packets through testing tools 2 (i.e., flooding the WSN with deauthentication packets-WVE-2005-0045).
• Experiment-2. In this experiment, we collaborated with an IT company to evaluate our approach in a practical WSN environment. This network consists of 13 cluster heads and more than 150 nodes. Similarly, during the attack period, malicious nodes can launch a betrayal attack by sending malicious packets.
A. EXPERIMENT-1
In this section, we conduct an experiment in a simulated environment. The simulated WSN consists of 100 sensor nodes (SNs) and 10 cluster heads (CHs) uniformly distributed in a 110m×110m area. The time unit for collecting traffic and computing trust values of nodes is set to 10 minutes. To investigate the trust values of nodes and the performance of our approach, we randomly selected five clusters and observed the results.
1) THRESHOLD
To efficiently identify malicious nodes via trust management, an important step is to select a proper trust threshold in advance. According to Equation (5), if k (the number of normal packets) increases its value, then t value can become larger. Since k should be always smaller than N (the total number of incoming packets), t value would fall into the interval of [0,1]. Thus, in the best scenario, t value can be infinitely close to 1, indicating that a node is more credible by sending 'good' packets. By contrast, a decease of t value means that malicious packets are detected for the corresponding sensor node. It is worth emphasizing that a node can be regarded as malicious by only sending one malicious packet, but this may case many false positives. Trust-based intrusion detection can provide more flexibility for reducing false rates and recovering a false detected node by adjusting the threshold. If we denote a as the lower limit of trust threshold, then the threshold can be presented as [a,1] . In order to determine the lower limit a, we run the simulated network to observe the trend of trust values. The average trust values for five clusters are shown in Fig. 3 .
The average trust values are computed by considering the trust values of all sensor nodes in a cluster within an hour. In this simulation, we consider an hour is an appropriate time unit for collecting and recording traffic, whereas the actual time duration can be easily configured in a real scenario, i.e., a security administrator can adjust it. The figure shows that the average trust values of each cluster are distinct. mostly above 0.8 after the first hour. This is because the nodes in each cluster require some time to collect and exchange data until the whole network becomes stable. After the first time unit, the trust values of nodes in Cluster1, Cluster2 and Cluster5 ranged from 0.86 to 0.94, from 0.82 to 0.95, from 0.82 to 0.93, respectively. As a result, we select the threshold to 0.8 by considering the dynamic nature of traffic.
2) HEAVY TRAFFIC ADVERSARY SCENARIO
In this scenario, we consider that the wireless network is under both heavy traffic and a betrayal attack, where a benign node suddenly becomes malicious by launching attacks within the network. In this work, we consider two specific attack models: one is maximal harm model where the hostile nodes always send malicious packets; and the other is random poisoning model, where the hostile nodes send malicious packets in a random way [30] . For the heavy traffic, we simulated the network under a packet rate of 11,000 packets/sec. The average trust values of nodes for Cluster1 under the two attack models are depicted in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , respectively.
• Under maximal harm model, Fig. 4 shows that in a regular traffic environment, the trust values of malicious nodes could decrease rapidly below the threshold of 0.8 after they launched an attack. In comparison, under heavy traffic environment, the trust values could still decrease but with a slow speed. It took seven hours for trust values to go below the threshold. This is because an IDS would discard packets when the incoming packets exceeded its handling capability. Regarding our approach of using traffic sampling, it is found that the trust values of malicious nodes under both systematic sampling and random sampling could decrease in a similar way as that in a regular traffic environment, i.e., these two sampling methods could decrease the trust values of malicious nodes below the threshold within an hour.
• Under random poisoning model, Fig. 5 demonstrates that in a regular traffic scenario, the trust values of VOLUME 6, 2018 malicious nodes require more time to go below the threshold as compared to the results under maximal harm model (i.e., two hours more). Under high traffic volumes, the trust values would decrease unsteadily, i.e., the value could go above the threshold again after a decrease. This is because an IDS would discard many packets due to limited handling capability, resulting in unstable detection of malicious packets. By contrast, our approach can achieve similar performance as that in a regular traffic environment, in which both sampling methods need two more hours to decrease the trust values of malicious nodes to below 0.8, as compared to the situation without sampling. To summarize, trust management would become ineffective under heavy traffic volumes, due to that IDSs would discard a large number of packets. However, our approach with traffic sampling could reduce the number of packets needed to handle, while achieving similar performance as that in a regular traffic environment. That is, our approach can decrease the trust values of malicious nodes in a similar speed as that in a regular traffic scenario. The obtained results demonstrate that our approach can help enhance the trust management in a heavy traffic environment.
B. EXPERIMENT-2
In this experiment, we collaborated with a company to validate the performance of our approach in a real WSN environment. Fig. 6 shows a high-level architecture of the network environment. The WSN environment has a total of 13 clusters and more than 150 nodes. Due to privacy issues, we could only implement our approach in one cluster of this environment, whereas it is the biggest cluster with 58 nodes in this environment. This still provides a practical platform for our experiment. The incoming traffic on the cluster head is about 9,823 packets/s on average, while the maximum rate can reach 12,100 packets/s.
The basic settings are the same as the first experiment, and we set the threshold to 0.8. After deploying our approach, the trust values of sensor nodes in this network become stable after several hours. Then we randomly selected five sensor nodes to launch a betrayal attack by sending malicious packets under maximal harm model and random poisoning model, respectively. The average trust values of nodes under these two attack models are depicted in Fig. 7 .
• Under maximal harm model, Fig. 7 (a) depicts that the trust values of malicious nodes could gradually decrease below the threshold of 0.8 under the heavy traffic environment. As the attacks were launched under maximal harm model, malicious packets were easy to be captured and identified. However, due to the drop of packets especially malicious packets, the trust management was not effective in a heavy traffic environment. In comparison, our approach can enhance the trust computation in such condition, where the trust values of malicious nodes under both systematic sampling and random sampling could decrease faster (i.e., requiring only one hour versus seven hours without sampling).
• Under random poisoning model, Fig. 7 (b) shows a similar observation that the trust values of malicious nodes decreased unsteadily in the high-traffic volume environment. It is seen that the value was very close and even increased above the threshold several times. As a comparison, our approach could decrease the trust values of malicious nodes stably and faster, i.e., the two sampling methods required two hours to decrease the trust values of malicious nodes to below the threshold. Overall, the experimental results validate that under a high-volume traffic scenario, packet-based trust management would become ineffective due to the loss of packets, i.e., it is hard to detect malicious nodes in a quick manner, making the whole system vulnerable to potential attacks. By contrast, our approach presents a faster speed of detecting malicious nodes in such situation, while lightening the burden of an IDS in handling overhead traffic.
V. DISCUSSION
This is an early study on investigating the application of traffic sampling to Bayesian-based trust management in the era of big data. The experiments have demonstrated some promising results; however, there are many issues that can be considered and improved in our future work.
• Traffic sampling. In this work, we only consider two statistical traffic sampling methods. There are many other sampling approaches can be explored in our future work, like flow-based sampling [2] . A flow can be regarded as a set of packets that have common features such as source IP address, source port, destination IP address, destination port and so on. In this case, sampling can be performed in flows by selecting all packets that belong to a particular flow.
• Attack model. Based on our experiments, it is observed that attack models can have an impact on the effectiveness of trust management. For example, it is easier to identify malicious nodes that launch attacks under maximal harm model than those under random poisoning model. In practice, cyber-criminals may conduct even more complicated attacks like PMFA [24] ; thus, it is an interesting topic to investigate other attack models and identify the relationship between the sampling rate and detection rate.
• Threshold selection. Threshold is an important factor affecting the effectiveness of trust management.
In real scenarios, threshold selection is usually depending on the features of a real network. In this work, we acknowledge that 0.8 is a suitable threshold for our settings and experimental environment. However, there is a need to explore and choose a specific threshold in other environments. This is an open challenge for trust management.
• Heavy traffic and big data. In this work, we investigate the performance of our approach in both a simulated and a real network environment under heavy traffic. The traffic rate was advised by our collaborated organization; however, it is always an interesting topic to validate our results in an environment with even heavier traffic. Security mechanisms need to be concerned with volume, variety and velocity in the big data era. One of our future work is thus to deploy and examine our approach in other places with high-volume traffic like a data center.
VI. CONCLUSION
Wireless sensor network (WSN) is an important application of IoT, which allows interconnected objects to be sensed and controlled, i.e., with a direct combination of physical world and computational systems. As such network is vulnerable to various attacks especially insider attacks, trustbased intrusion detection techniques are often adopted to protect its security. However, in the era of big data, packetbased trust management would become ineffective due to the overhead traffic and the dropping of packets. To mitigate this issue, in this work, we focus on Bayesian-based trust management and propose a way of combining it with traffic sampling for wireless intrusion detection. In the evaluation, we mainly conducted two experiments in both a simulated and a real network environment to investigate the performance of our approach against betrayal attacks. Experimental results demonstrate that a threshold of 0.8 is suitable for our experimental settings and that our approach can enhance the trust management in a high-traffic environment through detecting malicious nodes in a quick manner, while reducing the burden of an IDS in handling traffic. Our work attempts to stimulate more research on performing effective trust management for IoT in the era of big data. 
